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Programs for you . . . 
 

 

  

  
 

Provided to you by the 

OSU Extension Service Columbia County 

505 N. Columbia River Hwy, St. Helens OR 97051 

Phone: 503-397-3462 

Email: Chip.Bubl@oregonstate.edu 
Office hours: Please call to check availability. 

To visit links to external articles, please view this newsletter online 

at our Website: http://extension.oregonstate.edu/columbia/ 

September 2021 

Listen to the Gardening Spot on KOHI (1600 am) radio: Every Saturday, 8:05 to 8:15 a.m. 

* Office Hours for September 2021 *
Monday – Friday 8 am – 5 pm, until further notice 

Please call ahead to ensure staff availability or to schedule an appointment: 503-397-3462 and use the 

phone directory to reach a staff member directly. Thank you for your patience! 

OSU Resources & Publications:  https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/    Look at What’s New: 

• EM 9331: Survival Basics: Food — How to Stock Up and Prepare for Natural Disasters 

• EM 9327: Beef Cow-Calf Management Guide 

• EM 9328: Increasing the Reach of Integrated Pest Management Through Community Partnerships 

• EM 9325: Increasing Farm Viability Through Agritourism and On-Farm Direct Sales 

Pressure Canner Gauge Testing: FREE, at the office. Please call ahead for availability: 503-397-3462. 

Pressure canners with a dial gauge need to be tested every year before you use them for accuracy.  

Canning with a gauge that is off can result in under-processing of home canned foods, which is unsafe.  

The OSU Extension Catalog (see above) has a number of publications that provide comprehensive 
inf ormation related to food safety and food preservation on a variety of topics. 

Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources, Family and Community Health, 4-H Youth, Forestry & Natural Resources, 
and Extension Sea Grant programs. Oregon State University, United States Department of Agriculture, and Columbia 
County cooperating. The Extension Service offers its programs and materials equally to all people. 

Chip Bubl, OSU Extension Faculty, Agriculture 

Country Living 

mailto:Chip.Bubl@oregonstate.edu
http://extension.oregonstate.edu/columbia/
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9331
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9327
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9328
https://catalog.extension.oregonstate.edu/em9325
https://pngimg.com/download/12405
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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In the garden 

Planting garlic 

This is for a great friend who swears that this 

time, he is going put this article on the 

refrigerator to remind him to plant garlic on 

time. 

Mid-September through 

October is the time to 

plant garlic. The 

Clatskanie Farmers 

Market (a really nice 

experience) just had 

their annual Garlic 

Festival. But if you 

missed it, go to the 

farmers’ markets in the 

area and buy several varieties of good-looking 

garlic. Get the garlic names and put them in 

labeled bags.  

Then pick a sunny and well-drained location 

(many gardeners make raised beds with or 

without sides) and amend the soil with 10 

pounds of lime per 100 square feet. Add some 

fertilizer, for example, one pound of 16-16-16 

per 100 square feet.  For an organic equivalent, 

if the first number is “5”, you would need about 

3 pounds for the same space. 

Work all this in to a depth of 10-12”.  If you 

want to, add well-composted organic matter to 

the soil. Garlic really likes it. Though it’s a bit 

late, some people even cover crop with 

buckwheat (see below) for about 30 days, work 

that in, and then plant.  

Separate the cloves from the bulbs you bought 

and save the largest cloves to plant (eat the rest 

– what joy!). There is a direct relationship

between the size of the clove planted and the

size of the finished bulb. Plant the garlic spaced

three to four inches apart within the row with

the tops of the cloves about two inches below

the soil surface. If you are planting elephant 

garlic, increase the in row spacing to 6 inches.  

The rows should be twelve inches apart. Label 

the rows with the variety names. 

Cover the soil surface with compost or other 

light mulch and keep the bed weeded over the 

winter and spring. 

Garlic will grow roots before it 

sends up tops. Some varieties 

come out of the ground quickly; 

others might not emerge until late 

January. If it gets real cold (<15° 

F) after emergence, the tops might

freeze back but new tops will

emerge. Yield will be reduced but

you will not lose the crop

completely.

Fertilize garlic again in mid-February and May 

with something that contains nitrogen and 

sulfur. Cut the floral heads as they emerge in 

late May. Normally, we avoid watering the crop 

after June 1st (it might be wise to plant the garlic 

in a part of your garden that you can keep from 

irrigating in the spring if you use sprinklers) but 

for quite a few years, spring rains have been 

low, so irrigation has been necessary later.   

Look to harvest your crop in early to mid-July. 

So simple…so good! 

Buckwheat as a short term cover crop 

Buckwheat is excellent for a short term cover 

crop before garlic gets planted. The best time to 

plant buckwheat is late July ahead of later 

September garlic planting. It can help break up 

hardpan soil conditions, add organic matter to 

soils, feed many pollinators with its flowers, and 

if cut and worked in before seeds fully form, not 

become a weed concern next year. It has the 

capacity to bring phosphorus to the upper root 

zone in forms other plants can absorb. It 

outcompetes other weeds and has been used, 

with varying degrees of success to control 
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Canada thistle and quackgrass. With those tough 

weeds, timing of tillage of the problem 

perennial weeds and timing of the of buckwheat 

planting makes a huge difference in weed 

control results. 

Buckwheat was domesticated in upland 

Southeast Asia. It spread rapidly 

across Asia and into the Middle 

East and Europe. Virtually all 

cuisines have buckwheat recipes 

and storable foods like flour and 

noodles.  Buckwheat was all the 

rage in the early 1970’s as an 

alternate grain crop.  It was sold 

as “kasha”, its Russian name. It 

is coming back. Buckwheat 

noodles are very popular in Japan 

and Korea and now in this 

country.  

Most of our buckwheat comes 

from Canada or North Dakota. It 

is hard to breed new varieties 

because it needs cross pollination 

to set seed but is self-incompatible. Those 

conditions make it very hard to develop new 

genetically stable “lines”.  Buckwheat is in the 

rhubarb, dock, and sorrel plant family. 

Lime 

Ground or pelleted limestone should be put on 

vegetable gardens once every 3-5 years. Lime 

raises the soil pH (“sweetens” the soil). That 

makes important soil nutrients more available to 

plant roots and also provides calcium to the soil. 

Fall is an excellent time to apply it if you are 

roto-tilling your garden or planting a cover crop. 

Application rate is about 100 pounds per 1000 

square feet of garden. For small plots, remember 

that a pint = equals a pound (roughly) and is 

useful for knowing how much to put on small 

beds. Don’t lime beds that have acid loving 

plants like rhododendrons or blueberries. 

Agricultural lime is calcium carbonate and 

dolomite lime is a mix of calcium carbonate 

(~85%) and magnesium carbonate (~15%). If 

you have used dolomite recently, go with plain 

ag lime for this cycle. Pelleted lime is easier to 

apply but a lot more expensive per pound. 

Ground lime can be spread evenly if you apply 

in one direction and then go 

perpendicular to the first 

application with a second 

dusting. 

Fall is a good time to lime 

because it takes 4-6 months for 

the lime to react with the soil and 

substantially increase the pH and 

release calcium. If you are still 

planting a lawn, lime should be 

applied before planting and then 

the newly seeded grass fertilized 

with a slow release product after 

the grass has germinated and 

grown for three weeks. 

Lime can react with urea-based 

nitrogen fertilizers and shouldn’t be applied 

together. Seeds can be planted into freshly limed 

plots with no problem. 

No rain = landscape stress 

We have not had significant rain for almost 100 

days. The soil profile is almost completely 

depleted of moisture. It is crucial that bearing 

fruit trees and other garden fruit bearing plants 

like blueberries continue to get watered until 

they start showing signs of leaf color changes 

and impending dormancy. This warning applies 

to ornamental trees and shrubs as well.  

A lot of native plants (adapted to this climate) 

have shut down early but they will usually be 

fine.  Examples include Garry oak and Oregon 

ash, trees that are common in St. Helens and 

Scappoose. Leaves that were green a month ago 
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are now orange or brown, depending on species 

and location.  

Some conifers on marginal sites 

(shallow rooted) may show 

problems later from this year’s 

extreme dry and hot weather. 

Rocky sites that cover much of St. 

Helens are problematic since most 

have only a bit of soil over solid 

basalt. But even deeper hill soils 

may show some pockets of stressed 

Douglas fir trees in the coming 

months.   

The oaks and ashes will come back. They are 

very resilient and drought forces them into an 

early dormancy that lasts until next spring. 

Other species might not be so fortunate. We will 

see. 

Bitter pit, watercore, and sunscald in 

apples 

Weather can increase the chance of three 

physiological disorders of 

apples. Sunscald 

developed on lots of young 

apples after the extreme 

heat at the end of June. 

The last heat spike in early 

August added to the 

damage. The sunscald 

areas appear mostly on the 

“shoulder” of the fruit but 

can be anywhere that faced 

the sun directly in the late afternoon.  

Most damage is found on fruit facing the south, 

southwest, or west side from the tree. Usually 

the sunburned skin turns brown/tan and hardens. 

The fruit is distorted but edible. Sometimes, 

especially with later sunscald, the damaged 

spots can become infected with fruit hungry 

fungi. The fruit edibility goes way down then. 

Both bitter pit and water core are caused by a 

lack of calcium being delivered, at the right 

time, to the fruit. This is much more 

complicated than sunscald. Bitter pit 

shows up as small, round 

indentations (“pits”) on the fruit 

skin and somewhat into the flesh. 

The pits are generally more 

numerous on the bottom half of an 

apple. The damage can be peeled 

away and the remaining fruit is fine 

to eat.  

Watercore is invisible from the 

outside but when you cut or bite into 

the apple, you see a glassy center. When you 

taste it, you are amazed by how sweet it is. So, 

from a fresh eating standpoint, this is fine. For 

quick cider, it is fine. But the fruit doesn’t store 

well at all. The “King” or Thompkins King” is 

known for watercore. 

Both these disorders are due to a lack of calcium 

as noted above. The “how it happens” is a bit 

more complex. First, lime should be applied to 

the orchard about once 

every 4-6 years at the rate 

of 10 pounds per 100 

square feet of root zone. It 

provides available calcium 

and frees up other minerals 

to be taken up by the plant 

as it makes the soil less 

acidic.  

Second, watering in 

August and September 

reduces the disorder by maintaining a good 

calcium flow into the fruit. This has been 

critical the last few years as our summer rainfall 

over the last 6-7 years has been significantly 

below normal. Trees with growth controlling 

rootstocks tend to have small root systems 

which makes timely watering more important in 

a summer like the current one.  
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Third, heavy pruning the winter before leads to 

lots of shoots the next growing season.  The 

shoots win the competition for calcium. Fourth, 

early fruit thinning can reduce bitter pit. Finally, 

there are clearly genetics that predispose some 

varieties to these two calcium disorders. They 

need special attention to reduce the problem. 

Weed (or food) of the Month: Burdock 

Burdock  (Arctium 

lappa and A. minus) 

can be a stunning 

plant. I was called to 

look at a plant in St. 

Helens that had the 

homeowner quite 

concerned. It was the 

tallest burdock I had 

ever seen. It is a 

mystery how the seed 

got there. It had 

massive leaves and 

seemed quite happy. 

Burdock is a biennial which means it starts 

growing one year, overwinters with a visible 

rosette of leaves flattened to the ground, pushes 

up a floral shoot in the spring, flowers, sets 

seed, and then dies.  

It is called burdock since the first 

year leaves look a lot like dock 

leaves. But burdock is in the Aster 

family with pink to red to purple 

flowers thistle-like enclosed by 

prickly bracts. As the flower dries, 

the bur breaks off the floral stem 

easily and gets attached to people, 

pets, other animals and birds. Thus, 

burdock seed moves around the 

landscape. 

Burdock prefers to germinate on ground with 

less competing vegetation. It is not picky about 

soils but thrive in deeper soil with good moister. 

Leaves can get 

amazingly wide, 

especially the second 

year.  They are 

wooly underneath 

and attach to the 

stems on hollow 

petioles. 

The root is somewhat carrot shaped and can go 

deep (3 feet or more) in the right soil.  The floral 

stem is stunning and often 5-6 feet or more with 

branching floral cluster at the top. The plant is 

in flower late June through August. 

It is native to Eurasia and appears to have been 

originally cultivated in China (more than 6,000 

years ago) as both a food (mainly roots but 

young first year leaves are edible) and medicinal 

crop.  

Roots are best eaten form first year plants 

harvested in July and August. The Japanese use 

them in many dishes and also cultivate burdock. 

It is called “Gobo”. The English made from 

burdock and true dandelion roots, a beer.  But 

that has devolved to a “pick you up” soft drink 

still available. So goes the Empire.  

There are many burdock medical 

recommendations and a few concerns 

but none have been verified by 

modern medical protocols. If you are 

considering using any plant 

medicinally, always study deeply, 

getting information from as many 

reputable a sources that you can find. 

Photos: Flower: Iowa State 

University; Burs: Bugwood, Ohio 

State U.  
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~ SEPTEMBER ~ 

Garden hints from your OSU Extension Agent 

Oregon State University Extension Service encourages sustainable gardening practices.  Always identify and monitor 

problems before acting.  First, consider cultural controls; then physical, biological, and chemical controls (which include 

insecticidal soaps, horticultural oils, botanical insecticides, organic and synthetic pesticides).  Always consider the least 

toxic approach first. All recommendations in this calendar are not necessarily applicable to all areas of Oregon. For more 

information, contact your local office of the OSU Extension Service. 

Maintenance and Clean Up 

 Recycle disease-free plant material and kitchen vegetable and fruit scraps into compost. Don’t compost diseased

plants unless you are using the "hot compost" method (120° to 150°F).

 Harvest winter squash when the "ground spot" changes from white to a cream or gold color.

 Pick and store winter squash; mulch carrot, parsnip, and beets for winter harvesting.

 Protect tomatoes and/or pick green tomatoes and ripen indoors if frost threatens.

 Reduce water on trees, shrubs, and vines east of Cascades to harden them off for winter.

 Stake tall flowers to keep them from blowing over in fall winds.

 Dig, clean, and store tuberous begonias if frost threatens.

 Harvest potatoes when the tops die down. Store them in a dark location.

 Optimal time for establishing a new lawn is August through Mid-September.

 Aerate lawns.

 (Early-September): Apply 1 lb. nitrogen per 1,000 sq.ft. to lawns. Reduce risks of run-off into local waterways by

not fertilizing just prior to rain, and not over-irrigating so that water runs off of lawn and onto sidewalk or street.

 Stop irrigating your lawn after Labor Day to suppress European crane fly populations.

Planting/Propagation 

 Divide peonies and iris.

 Plant garden cover crops as garden is harvested. Spread manure or compost over unplanted garden areas.

 Plant or transplant woody ornamentals and mature herbaceous perennials. Fall planting of trees, shrubs and

perennials can encourage healthy root growth over the winter.

 Plant daffodils, tulips, and crocus for spring bloom. Work calcium and phosphorus into the soil below the bulbs at

planting time. Remember when purchasing bulbs, the size of the bulb is directly correlated to the size of the flower yet to

come in spring.

 Plant winter cover of annual rye or winter peas in vegetable garden.

Pest Monitoring and Management 

 Continue monitoring late-season soft fruits and berries for Spotted Wing Drosophila (SWD). If SWD are present, use

an integrated and least toxic approach to manage the pests.

 Apply parasitic nematodes to moist soil beneath rhododendrons and azaleas that show root weevil damage (notched

leaves).

 Bait for slugs with traps or iron phosphate products that are safe for use around pets.

 Monitor trailing berries for leaf and cane spot. Treat if necessary.

 As necessary, apply copper spray for peach and cherry trees.

 Spray for juniper twig blight, as necessary, after pruning away dead and infected twigs.

 Spray susceptible varieties of potatoes and tomatoes for early and late blight.

Houseplants and Indoor Gardening 

 Clean houseplants, check for insects, and repot and fertilize if necessary; then bring them indoors.
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Farmer’s Little Helpers 

(Gadgets, not kids, though they can be super helpful, too!) 

Guest article by Sonia Reagan, OSU Staff 

 

In September 2020, I wrote about “apps for 

farmers” (remember – estimating protein & 

digestibility in forage… with just a photo of 

cow poop and your cell phone?)  Now, let’s talk 

about a few super helpful gadgets that can make 

farming and homestead chores just a little bit 

easier.  Besides the “heavy lifters,” like the 

tractor, utility vehicle, or my husband, these 

smaller implements may be useful for you! 

First, a money saver gadget!  If you keep 

chickens, you may be interested in a treadle 

feeder.  While it takes 

some time to properly 

train them in its use, a 

feeder that requires 

your birds to stand on 

a platform and open 

the access to their 

feed may result in 

substantial savings 

when you aren’t 

sharing with wild 

critters!  It sure has for me!  These feeders can 

be purchased assembled, or you can find plans 

for a DIY design online. 

Next, I keep a small dairy goat herd, which I 

have milked solely by hand for 10 years.  

Recently, I was milking up to 14 gallons 

weekly, and THAT chore was really causing 

some soreness in my hands and back.  A small 

investment was made in a portable, battery-

operated (A/C rechargeable) milk machine.  The 

goats like it just fine, milking is even more 

hygienic, and I can reallocate my hands/back 

energy to gardening! 

For all of our animals, we have found float 

valves for the water troughs to be essential in 

keeping keep them full of clean water.  Tips: use 

a potable water hose (i.e. for an RV), and take 

them apart weekly for a good cleaning.  Flat-

backed buckets work well for water float valves 

and they come in all sizes, for chickens to goats 

to cows & horses!  

Speaking of buckets… pails with handles and 

screw-top style lids are quite handy for toting, 

storing, mixing and stacking all the foodstuffs 

that come with feeding farm critters.  

Ah, the critters… and not the ones we WANT to 

feed & water.  For the mice and rats (and others) 

that follow the feed around, having deterrents 

and/or traps (and knowing how to use them!) is 

essential on our farm.  We also have had great 

success using solar “night eyes” to deter bigger 

predators that may come after our farm animals 

at night.  Besides having 

REALLY good enclosures, 

livestock guardian animal 

companions (dogs, llamas or 

even donkeys) may be a 

consideration for your farm, 

and what a fun “gadget” to 

employ!  If strange things seem 

to be happening when you’re 

away or sleeping, game 

cameras may be worthwhile 

investments as well. 

Some of my other favorite must-have helpful 

items include a rechargeable headlamp… hands 

free light at night is always so, um, handy; 

motion-activated solar lights inside structures 

that don’t have electric lighting are equally so; 

and I can’t imagine not having a trusty old-

fashioned hand cart to tote farm & garden 

supplies around in.  For my shorter stature, 

some favorite long-handled tools keep me safely 

on the ground, such as an apple picker, 

telescoping pruners, and an extendable net 

(great for fish - even better for runaway 

chickens and bunnies!) 

What little helpers do you employ around your 

farm & garden?  You may share ideas by 

writing to me at: Sonia.Reagan@oregonstate.edu 

https://extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/default/files/documents/10911/sept-2020-country-living.pdf
https://extension.oregonstate.edu/sites/default/files/documents/10911/sept-2020-country-living.pdf
Sonia.Reagan@oregonstate.edu
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Farm and livestock notes 

 

Fall worming 
 

While livestock internal parasite loads peak in 

the late spring, it is important to plan a fall 

worming program. Rainfall increases the pasture 

parasite population. Internal parasites consume 

food that your livestock need and can lower the 

general immune status of 

your herd. Coccidiosis 

(see life cycle diagram) is 

spread to younger animals 

from carriers in the herd 

when livestock are more 

confined in the winter.  

 

Talk to your veterinarian 

about which products fit 

your situation.  It may be 

worth having them run 

fecal samples to target the 

appropriate species and, 

for a small herd, the 

animals most infested.  It 

is important to rotate 

products so that resistance does not develop. 

Make sure that you know whether the product 

you choose is a one-dose treatment or whether 

you need to re-worm at a later interval.  

 

Tansy ragwort and fall pasture weed 

control 
 

September and October are ideal times to 

control tansy ragwort, Canada thistle, 

blackberries and other broadleaf weeds.  

 

With tansy, you are too late for the plants that 

bloomed over the last four weeks. Tansy is a 

biennial. That means it germinates in one 

summer and goes to seed the next summer. 

Your job is to control young plants before they 

flower next summer. The small tansy rosettes 

are visible now. Make sure you can recognize 

them.   These rosettes are very vulnerable after 

the first good fall rain. We usually have plenty 

of nice weather after that to get spraying done. 

Fall is usually a much better time to spray tansy 

than April/May. 

 

Equally important, anything you can do to build 

a strong pasture will dramatically reduce tansy 

populations over time. This means fertilizing 

appropriately, careful winter grazing and 

keeping livestock off the pasture when it is 

really wet to avoid soil compaction. Strong 

grass is your best defense. The worst tansy 

problems are on pastures 

that have been grazed too 

hard for too long. Don’t do 

it!  Horses don’t need to be 

out all day. Cattle can be 

barn fed for much of the 

winter. Use common sense 

in your grazing 

management.  

 

For those of you for whom 

tansy is a new experience, 

here are some important 

facts. Tansy is a serious 

cumulative liver toxin for 

cattle, horses and hogs. 

Sheep and goats are basically immune. Older 

horses and brood cows can be killed by a history 

of tansy ragwort consumption.  

 

Cattle and horses will avoid the plant most of 

the year but consume it accidentally in the 

spring when it is mixed with lush grass or in the 

summer when it may be the only green thing 

left. Tansy control is important for healthy 

herds. Herbicides are used to supplement the 

control provided by good grazing management 

and the insects (the cinnabar moth and tansy flea 

beetle) that have been established here for the 

last 30 years. 

 

Cinnabar moths and tansy flea beetles weren’t 

adequate to keep up with the burgeoning tansy 

populations this year but rest assured that their 

numbers are increasing and two or three years 

down the line. Then they will again have a 

major impact on the tansy ragwort “load” in our 

pastures. 
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Canada thistle and blackberries are also 

vulnerable in the fall. The sugars from the 

leaves are flowing down to the root systems. 

This improves herbicide movement into the 

roots and results in far better control. On a dry 

and brown pasture, which are common right 

now, Canada thistle and blackberries can be spot 

treated with Roundup-type (glyphosate) 

products without damaging grass. Once you see 

green grass, you have to use products that won’t 

injure grass (Crossbow type products for 

blackberries, and 2,4-D+dicamba products like 

Weedmaster and others). Always read and 

follow label directions. If you have questions 

about specific weeds and herbicides, contact me. 

 

A poor cow is as devoid of profit as a 

mule is of poetry 

The above comment 

came from a farm 

manual from the 

1800’s. The point is 

well-taken.  The test 

is the calf. Did the 

cow produce one? 

Did it thrive? If yes, 

the cow is probably 

worth keeping. 

Exceptions can be 

made for animals that don’t fit your market or 

are cantankerous. They should be culled as soon 

as possible along with any that produced those 

poor-doing or non-existent calves. 

 

What about the bull? 

Your bull, or the bull you plan to borrow, 

should be tested by your vet for soundness as 

soon as possible. Open cows are not always the 

fault of the cow as I’m sure you all know. The 

test should include a physical exam of the male 

parts, a microscopic exam of the quality of the 

semen he produces, and a screening for 

reproductively transmissible diseases. 

 

Fertilizing fall pastures 

Fall fertilizer is a bit of a gamble. It must be 

applied before October 15th and rained in to give 

the grass enough time to respond before winter 

cold weather starts. This won’t work if fall is 

very dry (like this year so far) or if your pastures 

have been grazed too hard. Fertilizer is best 

applied in September just before a good rain. 

Many ranchers use a balanced fertilizer like 18-

18-18 to provide all three major elements 

needed for pastures. Use of balanced fertilizer is 

important if you are working to maintain clover 

in your pasture. For grass response, you need to 

apply 40-50 pounds of “actual” nitrogen per 

acre. For 18-18-18, this would be 250-350 

pounds per acre of the fertilizer. For a nitrogen 

application alone, 100 pounds of urea 

(46-0-0) per acre would provide 46 

pounds of actual nitrogen per acre. 

Each pound of nitrogen applied to 

well-managed pastures in the fall will 

generally increase dry matter yields by 

25-40 pounds per acre per pound of N. 

If you have stock to harvest the forage, it 

is a good idea. Even at the current price, 

the value of this forage (1000-1600 

pounds of dry matter/acre) should pencil out. 

Don’t let livestock lose condition in the late 

summer and early fall. Feed hay and/or 

concentrates to supplement the remaining dry 

pasture forage. 

 

Cattle vaccinations 

Most calves are to the point where they should 

receive the Bang’s vaccination (heifers only), 

the “Blackleg” series, and a good worming. 

Blackleg is a clostridial disease that seems to be 

more common in the late summer and fall when 

the calf’s immunity acquired from her mother is 

about running out. Infected animals die quickly, 

usually in 24-48 hours. No farm is immune, and 

the combined vaccines make this one a no-

brainer. Get it done! 
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Small Farm School  OSU Small Farm School is a one-day educational event for beginning and 

intermediate small-scale farmers and rural land stewards. 

Small Farm School returns to all outdoor 

programming and in-person sessions for the ten 

year anniversary. 

Held on Wednesday, September 15th, 2021 at 

Clackamas Community College in Oregon City. 

Classes on a wide range of small farming topics.  

Registration is now open! 

https://blogs.oregonstate.edu/smallfarmschool/ 

 

To receive this newsletter by email 

Contact: Sonia.Reagan@oregonstate.edu 

or call 503-397-3462.  Thank you! 

 

Oregon State University Extension Service offers educational programs, activities, and materials without discrimination based on age, color, disability, gender identity or 

expression, genetic information, marital status, national origin, race, religion, sex, sexual orientation, or veteran’s status.  Oregon State University Extension Service is an 

Equal Opportunity Employer.  OSU Extension programs will provide reasonable accommodation to persons with physical or mental disabilities. Contact the Columbia 

County Extension office at 503-397-3462 to request reasonable accommodation.  This publication will be made available in accessible formats upon request. 

https://blogs.oregonstate.edu/smallfarmschool/
https://blogs.oregonstate.edu/smallfarmschool/
mailto:Sonia.Reagan@oregonstate.edu



